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101: An Integrated Academic

and Experiential
Undergraduate Marriage Education Course *

Marriage

Arthur Nielsen,** William Pinsof, Cheryl Rampage, Alexandra H. Solomon, and Shayna Goldstein
We describe "Marriage J01: Building Loving and Lasting Partnerships," an innovative, for-credit undergraduate course at
a large, religiously unaffiliated research university. Marriage 101 engages students in the scientific literature and discourse
in the psychology and sociology of marriage and marital success. The course has the additional explicitly practical goals of
preparing students to choose compatible partners, to face inevitable challenges, and to experience greater marital and rela
tionship satisfaction. To achieve these goals, Marriage 101 integrates traditional academic methods with experiential and
self-discovery assignments. Four years of experience with 150 students has found students eager to learn and able to do so,
gaining considerable insight about themselves and the challenges of intimate relationships.

T

he vast majority of marriage preparation courses are
designed either for high school students or for couples
who have already decided to marry. Little work has tar
geted college students, a group old enough to have had substan
to a particular
tial dating experience but not yet committed

partner.
Most college-level courses concerningmarriage and inti
mate relationships are purely academic and lack "marriage prepa
ration" goals (Lowe, 2003). The course described here aims to
a rigorous academic course
fill this gap-to
be simultaneously
and a state-of-the-art marriage preparation program. In this arti

cle, we address the rationale,development, objectives, content,
administration,evaluation, and futuredirections of the course:
"Marriage101:Building Loving andLasting Partnerships."
a large,
Marriage 101 is taught at Northwestern University,
private, nonsectarian research university, by faculty of the Family

Institute at Northwestern University (an independentnot-for
profit institutionaffiliatedwith theuniversity).All facultymem
bers are practicing couples therapistswho hold clinical faculty
appointmentsat theuniversity.Marriage 101meets once weekly
for 2.5 hours during an 1 -week academic quarter.

Each week, students explore an important topic through
assigned readings, a large lecture, experiential exercises and dis
cussion in small groups, and self-inquiry questions in a private,

ungraded journal.Additional outside class assignments include
interviewingtwo couples about theirmarriages (amarried "men
tor couple"

from the community

and the student's parents) and

threeother exercises thatpromoteunderstandingof marital chal
lenges. A final term paper is required.
We have taught four separate quarters to a total of 150 stu
dents, with a current class size of 50. Student enthusiasm and

*Some of this material was presented at the panel "University Based Pre-Marital Edu
cation" at the 7thAnnual Smart Marriages Conference, Reno, Nevada, June 29, 2003.
Thanks are due to former Northwestern students Ben Ambrosino, Ali Baske, Jennifer
Cheng, Sean Homan, Susan Israel, Meregan Kline, Mia Nabong, Sheila Nagaraj, Lesley
Singer, and Ashley Yirak, who assisted in the initial stages of course development; to the 15
couples therapists we consulted; to the 51 "mentor couples" who opened their homes and
lives to our students; toMary Galvin and family for a generous development grant; and to the
Gertrude B. Nielsen Charitable Trust for ongoing grant support.
**Address correspondence to:Arthur Nielsen, MD, The Family Institute atNorthwest
ern University, 618 Library Place, Evanston, IL 60201 (a-nielsen@northwestem.edu).
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involvement have been strong, and a variety of measures
cational success show favorable changes.

of edu

Rationale and Development of theCourse
Desirability and ImportanceofMarital Success
Versus High Failure Rates
About 90% of Americans will marry at some point during
their lives (Whitehead & Popenoe, 2002), a number consistent
with the high value that Americans place on marriage. Waite and
Gallagher (2000) noted that "Ninety-three percent of Americans
rate 'having a happy marriage' as either one of the most impor
tant, or a very important objective" (pp. 3-4). Regarding college
students, Levine and Cureton (1998) summarized recent attitudi
nal research and concluded, "They are desperate to have only one
marriage, and they want it to be happy. They don't know whether
this is possible anymore" (p. 95, quoted inWaite & Gallagher,
p. 3). Such doubts are understandable, because the current divorce
rate for first marriages ranges from 40% to 50%, whereas overall
divorce rates in the United States and Europe in the last half of the
20th century climbed steeply to close to 5.0% (Pinsof, 2002b).
Research on the effects of marriage and divorce consistently
shows that for those couples who achieve it, marital success is
beneficial (Nock, 1998; Waite & Gallagher, 2002), whereas high
conflict married life or divorce and its aftermath can be hurtful,
though not always permanently harmful (Hetherington, 2003;
Wallerstein, Lewis, & Blakeslee, 2000). Almost every dimension
of human happiness or suffering is influenced by marital experi
ence, including emotional well-being,
physical health, and eco
nomic success. These effects pertain to children and their parents
and show positive or adverse effects on the next generation of
marriages
(e.g., Booth & Amato 2001; Cummings & Davies,
Such intergenerational effects offer hope
1994; Hetherington).
that successful
interventions aimed at improving marital suc
cess (e.g., marital happiness,
resiliency,
longevity) will have
their impact magnified by positively
influencing future genera
tions. Because Americans
both seek and dread marriage, we
can ask what can be done to improve their chances of marital

success?

Prevention
There are two broad approaches to the problem of divorce
and unhappy marriages. The first approach treats problems after
they occur through psychotherapy.
Reviews
of the marital

5
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two thirds of people
therapy literature show that approximately
who seek marital therapy are substantially improved afterward
in addition to the one third
(Jacobson & Addis, 1993). However,
who do not respond, many who need treatment never seek it, and
almost half of the people who are initially helped return to their
troubled status within 2-4 years (Jacobson & Addis).
The second broad approach is prevention, where services are
offered to people before their marriages are failing (Gurman &
Fraenkel, 2002). Two preventive strategies have emerged in the
last 20 years, with one focusing on younger adolescents and the
other focusing on engaged and married couples. All such pro
grams teach relationship skills through combinations of didactic
lectures and experiential exercises. Many programs are sponsored
and operated by religious institutions, and after high school, the
majority of participants probably do so just prior to their wed
dings (see Carroll & Doherty, 2003; Stanley, 2001, for reviews.)
Our approach targets college students. There are four princi
pal advantages of this group: (a) they have more dating experi
closer to
ence than high school students and are developmentally
the tasks of selecting a life partner and building a committed rela
tionship; (b) open discussions of sexuality are more appropriate
and not burdened by parental concerns; (c) marital partner selec
tion has only rarely occurred, so discussions can have practical
effects; and (d) weddings are not impending, so discussions can
be more searching.

Development

Phase and Educational Priorities

about the
The first two authors began formal discussions
course in the fall of 1998. After long clinical and academic
careers, we were impressed with the need to reach couples earlier
and with the hunger of undergraduates for information about mar
riage. Our experiences as therapists and educators also suggested
that a successful intervention would
integrate didactic material
with opportunities for personal learning and experiential growth.
We obtained assistance from 10 undergraduate students who took
an independent study class aimed at developing amarriage educa
tion course for their peers. Together with the students, we
reviewed existing premarital and marital education programs and
the research literature on success and failure in marriage (for
review articles on this topic, see Larson & Holman, 1994 and
the students inter
Gottman & Notarius, 2002). Simultaneously,
viewed a sample of 50 undergraduate peers about what they
wanted to know about intimate relationships. They also inter
viewed 15 experienced marital therapists (minimum of 10 years
of experience) about what they believed should go into an under
the independent study
graduate course on marriage. Following
course, we engaged in extensive discussions aimed at integrating
data from our clinical work, other programs, students, and the
scientific literature that culminated in a framework for the class.
some details of the course have changed since its
Although
debut in the spring of 2001, the underlying structure still derives
from this intensive developmental
project and prioritizes cogni
in seven domains.
tive learning and personal development

1. Love is not enough. The course disputes the common
myth thatromanticattraction,good intentions,and happi
ness in courtshipare sufficientfoundationsformarriage.
2. Personal maturity and self-understanding.The marital
therapistswe interviewed unanimously asserted that
"know thyself"was the foremostkey tomarital success,
and various studies show a positive correlationbetween

emotional health and marital satisfaction
(Gottman &
Notarius, 2002; Holman, 2001).
3. Capacity to assess compatibility with prospective partners.
The course stresses the importance of compatible partner
selection (Becker, 1991; Pines, 1999) and explores how
lovers are frequently misled by sexual pleasure, excessive
idealization, and hopes to solve unconscious problems.
4. Intimacy and personal barriers to achieving it. Because
happiness in marriage often hinges on the quantity and
quality of intimate contact (Stanley, Markman, & Whit
ton, 2003), the course examines intimacy and its specific

challenges.
5. Sexual satisfaction and compatibility. The course empha
sizes the special importance of sexual satisfaction and
in marriage, and discusses some common
compatibility
sexual problems.
6. Conflict resolution and communication
skills. The capac
ity to manage conflict well is currently the most robust
predictor of marital happiness
and stability (Gottman,
1994; Gottman, Coan, Carrera, & Swanson, 1998; Stan
ley et al., 2003) and is an important mediator of their

intergenerationaltransmission(Hetherington,2003).
7. Specific challenges
that can undermine or overwhelm
marriages. Many life problems impinge on marriages and
can overtax otherwise adequate capacities to handle mari
tal conflict (Gottman & Notarius,
2002; Hetherington,
some expectable marital
2003). The course discusses
challenges (e.g., managing children, in-laws, time, finan
ces) and some more serious problems (e.g., alcoholism,
physical abuse, extramarital affairs). We encourage stu
dents to seek social and professional help and information
as needed later in life.
Across these seven dimensions, we expose students to vari
ous theoretical approaches
to understanding
personality, mar
riage, and divorce
(e.g., psychoanalytic,
attachment,
family
consistent with Larson
systems). Our approach is multifactorial,
and Holman's
and Karney and Bradbury's
(1994) "ecosystemic"
research-based models
(1995) "vulnerability-stress-adaptation"
of marital success. However, Marriage 101 is intentionally eclec
tic and necessarily selective, assuming that new data and theories
will require ongoing course revision.

Details

of the Curriculum

The following description of the curriculum is necessarily cir
cumscribed and omits many details concerning lectures, readings,
breakout exercises, journal questions, and interview questions.
More detailed current descriptions of these components are avail
able on request from the first author. Specific readings, questions,
over
and exercises have been added, discarded, and modified
the years; here we present those that have been the most useful
to date.

Weekly Lectures, Readings,

Journaling, and

ExperientialExercises
Each class begins with a briefmultiple-choice quiz on the
assigned readings. This increases the odds that the readings
are done and that studentsare present at the startof the lecture.
The quiz is followed by a 75-minute lecture,which intersperses
didacticmaterial with video clips (see Appendix) and audience
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a break, the class divides into small
participation. Following
groups of 6-10 students, each with a faculty facilitator, to discuss
the day's topic and engage in relevant experiential exercises.
Although a few of the exercises used come from other programs
Skills
of Intimate Relationship
(e.g., the Practical Application
we have authored
or PAIRS program, http://www.pairs.com),
and refined the vast majority. To facilitate openness in the break
out groups, facilitators emphasize that sensitive personal revela
tions must remain confidential and have no impact on grades.
increasingly cohesive and self
The breakout groups become
revelatory as the course progresses.
Because the course is intended to promote personal learning
and challenges students to examine their intimate relationships,
some students might be expected to experience emotional dis
tress. In fact, serious personal distress has been almost nonexis
tent. The most common situation of stress has occurred when
if the parents have
students interview their parents, especially
been unhappily married. In such situations, and at the opening of
the class, we now emphasize that should the course cause emo
tional duress, students should seek consultative help from either
their breakout group leader or from the course coordinator.
Students read about 100 pages per week, including almost
the entirety of several texts: Reconcilable
Differences
(Chris
tensen & Jacobson, 2000), which covers the "anatomy" of mari
the
tal problems, serious problems, and forgiveness; Mapping
Terrain of the Heart (Goldbart & Wallin, 1994), which is a psy
choanalytically based book on the capacities required for loving;
(Markman, Stanley, & Blumberg,
Fighting for Your Marriage
2001), which presents the basics of the Prevention and Relation
ship Enhancement Program (PREP) approach, a practical guide
in Love
to marital problems and possible
solutions; Falling
(Pines, 1999) covers partner selection; and The Good Marriage
1995), a guide to the challenges of
(Wallerstein and Blakeslee,
marriage that offers hope that happiness is possible, while expos
ing excessively
idealized expectations. Students also read some
additional articles that have varied from year to year and cover
specific topics inmore detail than is possible in the lectures.
Throughout the course, we attempt to integrate weekly reading
assignments with weekly experiential assignments. Assigned read
ings offer a theoretical and practical map of the relevant conceptual
content. Experiential exercises, including joumaling, challenge stu
dents to apply these concepts to the specifics of their own personal
ities and lives. In addition to the practical benefits achieved,
applying course concepts to real situations brings them to life,
demonstrates their utility, and renders them more memorable.
Class #1: Introduction and roundtable on marital success.
The course opens by noting that most young adults lack a map
for dealing with the highly predictable difficulties associated with
marriage. We show clips from the film The Story of Us (2000),
which poignantly portrays an attractive couple caught in marital
and near divorce despite initial romantic hopes
disillusionment
that although it is
and good intentions. The lecture emphasizes
to study what makes for success in other risky life
commonplace
activities (e.g., starting a business, performing surgery, or climb
ing mountains), people are singularly naive and passive when it

comes to learningwhat makes amarriagework well. This intro
duction is followed by a roundtablediscussion by the threesenior
facultymembers (the first threeauthors)who commentbriefly on
their own views of what makes formarital success and then
answer studentquestions.
Reading for the firstclass includesan overview on the status
of marriage and marital research in the 20th century (Pinsof,
2004,

Vol.

53, No.

2002a) and research articles concerning what promotes marital
success or failure (Gottman et al., 1998; Stanley et al., 2003;
Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1995).
Experiential exercises for the first class begin by asking stu
dents to describe their ideal couple from movies or literature. This
leads to discussions of each student's hopes and fears about mar
riage and intimate relationships. In groups of two, students dis
cuss actual experiences bearing on the topic and the question,
than having
"Why is having a roommate more challenging
a friend?"
Class #2: Getting to know yourself in intimate relationships.
is critical to
In keeping with our belief that self-understanding
marital success, the second class begins explaining this proposi
tion, as we argue,
If you are blind to your own issues, hot buttons, and values,
you will tend to see the problems and discomfort you will
inevitably experience in life as caused mostly by external cir
frustrating, and
cumstances,
including by the insensitive,
generally poor behavior of others, including your spouse.
You will give in too easily to blaming others and to oversim
plifying situations and will experience yourself as more of
a victim than is fair or realistic. Blaming, oversimplifying
and seeing oneself as victimized are all common characteris
tics of unhappy and unsuccessful marriages,
as found by
and Jacobson (2000), Markman et al. (2001),
Christensen
and Gottman (1994).
We show clips from Annie Hall (1977) and The Story of Us
(2000) to illustrate how differing subjective realities can lead
to marital pain and isolation. We then argue that to succeed in
marriage, students need to know their hopes, wishes, fears, and
sensitive issues concerning relationships, their gender role expec
tations, and their characteristic defense mechanisms. Readings for
this class include selections from Goldbart and Wallin (1994) on
specific capacities essential for loving relationships, and from
Markman et al. (2001) on the concepts of "filters," underlying is
sues, and typical disillusionments, which all require self-awareness
and can imperil relationships. In the breakout groups, students
practice empathic listening and facilitating as they take turns dis
cussing actual good and bad relationship experiences, with an eye
to uncovering
the impact of their expectations,
gender role
assumptions, sensitive issues, and defenses.
the case for self-under
Self-inquiry journal. After making
standing, we introduce the journaling assignments. Students are
required to keep a "self-inquiry journal" in which they respond
to questions concerning each week's topic and outside class exer
cises. To ensure that this task is done thoughtfully and honestly,
we require students to submit their completed journals at the end
of the course, and we promise to cursorily examine but not read
them. Journal questions for each class carry forward the inquiry
begun in breakout groups with questions that are more detailed,
challenging, and personal. Instructions associated with the second
class include, "Write 10 words that describe yourself, and follow
these with a paragraph about what you know about yourself in
relationships;" questions probe their reactions to certain impor

tantemotional states (e.g., anger) in themselvesand others.
Outside class exercise #1: Interviewwith a friend.We ask
students to "interview someonewho knows you well abouthow
you are in relationships"and ask them, "What is itusually like to
be with me?What aremy greatestassets, strengths?
What aremy
greatest challenges, blindspots?"They then reflecton this feed
back in theirjournals.As with the parental interviewsdescribed
487
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later, a latent goal of this exercise is to highlight the value of feed
back and support from friends, an important correlate of marital

satisfaction(Holman,2001).
Class #3: Intimacy, friendship, and romantic love. Students
often are puzzled by the differences and overlap between these
(1988) triangular model of
concepts. We start with Steinberg's
love and discuss how romantic love can be both invigorating and
the concept of
(Person, 1988). In deconstructing
problematic
romantic love, we discuss the components of idealization, sexual
ity, and intimacy. Video clips from As Good As It Gets (1997;
"You make me want to be a better man") and Good Will Hunting
(1997; "Here's the newsflash, champ: she's not perfect and nei
ther are you ... ") help to illustrate some distinctions and point to
some positive aspects of love. Consistent with the previous class,
and
we note that intimacy requires courage, self-differentiation,
(1991)
self-validation (Schnarch, 1997). We discuss Weingarten's
of meaning
thesis that intimacy consists of the co-construction
that leads to coordinated action, and we contrast this with the con
ventional view that intimacy consists of personal self-exposure
conception dove
and the sharing of confidences. Weingarten's
the importance of experiences
tails with research demonstrating
&
of togetherness, or "we-ness"
(Gottman, 1994; Wallerstein
1995). We use film clips to illustrate how excessive
Blakeslee,
fears of exposing strong feelings can rob marriages of their vital
ity and sense of shared purpose. Breakout group exercises begin
with dyads to discuss each person's "greatest internal obstacle to
intimacy," including its possible historical origins and how the
person has tried to overcome it. Students then discuss an actual
current problem or concern, after which the group convenes to
consider what made these discussions rewarding or difficult.
Outside class exercise #2: "The 24 Hours Task." This exer
cise offers students an opportunity to experience the daily-even
and involvement
required in long-term
hourly-attentiveness
committed relationships. Students select someone to whom they
are close, and for 24 hours are only supportive, thinking often
about him or her and what he or she is doing, making frequent
done
contact, and, at day's end, asking how the day went-all
without letting him or her know the objective until the task is fin
ished. Students generally discover that their friends warm to the
stressed
increased attentiveness and discover feeling moderately
by the emotional effort involved.
Class #4: Partner selection and breaking up. Because partner
selection has only rarely occurred for our students, and numerous
premarital variables have been shown to predict latermarital satis
faction (Larson & Holman, 1994), the goal of this class is to help
students make sensible, compatible choices relatively free of
unconscious, neurotic needs. The informational part of this class
relies heavily on Pines (1999), including her discussion of neu
rotic "fatal attractions" (p. 223). We emphasize the increased
odds of success for couples who know each other well and have
more, rather than less, in common (Becker, 1991; Kurdek, 1993).
We suggest that prior to marriage, students avail themselves of
one of several reliable premarital compatibility questionnaires.
(See Larson, Newell, Topham, & Nichols, 2002, for a review that
suggests that couples lacking a therapist to assist them may do

bestwith theRELATionshipEvaluation [RELATE]questionnaire
as described inHolman, Busby, Doxey, Klein, & Loyer-Carlson,
1997.) Because ending relationshipswith a minimum of emo
tionalsufferingalso is importantforunmarriedpeople,we discuss
some indications,psychological challenges, and optimalmethods
for ending intimaterelationships.A scene fromYou'veGotMail
(1998) nicely illustratesa couple breakingup in amaturemanner.

The first breakout group exercise asks student dyads to
"Describe to your partner three people you have been attracted to
in the past. Look for common patterns of behavior or personality
traits. Judging from these three people, what can you speculate
agenda in intimate relationships?" Stu
about your unconscious
dents then reconvene as a group to discuss and compare their
most important criteria for good partners, where their preferences
come from, and how difficult it is to detect these desired traits in

prospectivepartners.
Class #5: Sexuality in committedrelationships.Undergradu
ates want to know how important sex is in marriage. We answer
that it is quite important and examine some reasons. The object of
sexual desire is not a sensation, but a person (sex is not just about
trust, empathy,
sex); good sex depends on good communication,
and concern for the partner, and consequently
is an important
relational
instance of and commentary on these foundational
issues; extramarital sex is unethical and destructive; and lovemak
ing can serve as a powerful means of repair countering the inevi
of daily life inside and
table frustrations and disagreements
outside marriage. The lecture then discusses
the psychology
of
sexual excitement and satisfaction; the frequent difficulty people
have discussing sex; the reciprocal nature of sexual and nonsex
ual marital problems; and some sexual problems in marriage and
what can be done about them (Markman et al., 2001; Schnarch,
1997). We cover the question of whether sex inevitably declines
as marriage progresses,
the common problem of a discrepancy
in sexual desire (Laumann, Paik & Rosen, 1999; Wallerstein &
cures (Flanagan,
2003;
Blakeslee,
1995) and its possible
Schnarch), and some sexual fantasy and activity incompatibili
ties. To illustrate these issues, we show an erotic scene from the
film 9 1 Weeks (1986), which most (but not all) students find
arousing; women friends in The Story of Us (2000) discussing
how the wear and tear of daily life erodes their sexual desire; and
a character (Silent Bob) in Chasing Amy (1997) describing his
sexual insecurity. Breakout group exercises ask students to dis
cuss messages
they have received from others about sex, whether
they found the erotic scene sexually exciting, and their difficulties
talking about sex (with partners and in this breakout group). In
dyads, they discuss past sexual experiences (if any) and whether
(and why) they were "pleasurable, rewarding, anxiety-producing,
disappointing, disturbing, etc."
Class #6: Cohabitation,
commitment, and same-sex relation
ships. College students want to know whether it is a good idea to
cohabit before marriage. This class presents arguments and
research for and against cohabitation (e.g., Axinn & Thronton,
1992; Popenoe & Whitehead,
2001). The lecture discusses prob
the greater than
lems specific to cohabiting couples, especially
average need to clarify boundaries, commitment, sexual monog
amy, finances, and diverse other expectations (Bepko & Johnson,
the topic of commitment and its connection
2000). Additionally,
to marital success is discussed (Markman et al., 2001; Stanley
et al., 2003). Movie
clips from About Last Night (1986) show
how uncertainty about personal commitment almost destroys the
relationship of a cohabiting couple.
We next explore the topic of same-sex committed relation

ships.We group this topicwith cohabitationbecause some of the
challenges thatsame-sexcouples encounterderive froman absence
of social and legal institutionalsupportfor theircommitment.Our
goals are to destigmatizeand raiseawarenessabout such relation
ships and also tohelp gay and lesbianstudentsexamine some chal
lenges that theymay face.The lecturereviews thehistory of gay
and lesbian relationshipsin theUnited States and considers the
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unique challenges

to these couples

attributable

to social stigma,

gender stereotypes,and internalizedhomophobia. To illustrate
how the problems of same-sex couples are both universal and par
ticularly challenging, we show a taped interview of a cohabiting
lesbian couple in which they discuss problems they have faced
over the course of an 8-year relationship. In their breakout groups

and journals,studentsdiscuss theirthoughts,feelings, and experi
ences concerningcohabitationand same-sexrelationships.
Classes #7 and 8: Marital
conflict. In the first lecture, we
explain that conflict is inevitable, thatmanaging itwell is the best

predictorof marital success, thatpeople avoid conflict because
they are not good at it, that it is challenging

to think and act when

emotionally distressed, and that effective conflictmanagement
skills can be learned. Perhaps more than some programs, we
stress that the exercise of such skills depends on self-awareness
and personal maturity. We also note the limits of conflict manage
ment and communication
skills, such that it is best to avoid mar
rying someone when areas of conflict are large, troubling, and
unlikely to change. We describe the origins and anatomy of

regressive marital conflicts, relying heavily on Gottman's
research (1994; Gottman et al.,1998) and Christensen and Jacob
son's text (2000). We detail specific means to combat pathologi
cal processes, recommend monitoring and managing the intensity
of the process (Gottman et al., 1998), and conclude by teaching
the "Speaker-Listener Technique"
(Markman et al., 2001) with
from the authors (http://www.
the help of tapes available

prepinc.com).These concepts are illustratedby clips from The
Story of Us (2000), Dinner with Friends (2001), and About Last
that show couples handling conflicts poorly and well.
Night
Breakout exercises for this session ask students to (a) describe
their behavior in actual conflicts, (b) engage a conflict with their
partner (real is better than imagined), then cycle between fighting
dirty and fighting fair, and (c) create "X, Y, Z statements" for
various hypothetical situations that we supply (e.g., You and your
for a formal
go out of town one weekend
boyfriend/girlfriend
dance. He forgot the map. He starts blaming you for not remind
ing him about the map.) "X, Y, Z statements" take the form,
"When you do or don't do X, I feel Y, because of Z," and pro
vide a formula for tactful self-assertion in potentially inflamma
tory situations (Markman et al.).
The second lecture on marital conflict discusses time-outs,

theemotionalchallengesof pursuer-pursued
dyads,problem solv
ing, and the overlapping

topics of acceptance,

forgiveness,

and

apologies. The problem-solving discussion relies heavily on
Markman et al. (2001) and illustrates these ideas using a PREP
videoclip (a couple arguing about when their daughter should get
her driver's license). We illustrate some aspects of acceptance
and forgiveness with the final scene from The Story of Us (2000).
Breakout exercises include exploring personal barriers to using
time-outs, asking whether students can identify pursuer-distancer

dynamics in theirkey relationships,and discussing real incidents
calling for forgivenessor apologies.

(1994) for alcoholism; The Burning Bed (1984) for spouse abuse;

and Sex, Lies and Videotape (1989) for infidelity.Breakout exer
cises includedyadic and group discussions about the causes of
infidelity and how to prevent it and discussions about the meaning
and consequences of a spouse's use of pornography. In their jour

nals, students reflect on personal experienceswith depression,
alcohol or drug abuse, infidelity, and physical violence, and con
sider what they might do to prevent and manage such problems.
Outside class exercise #3: Family matters. In anticipation of
the class on "ordinary challenges," students go to a public setting

to unobtrusivelyobserve parents interactingwith theirchildren.
They record their observations and personal reactions in their
journals.
Class #10: Ordinary challenges of early marriage. To end
the course on a positive note, we place this less distressing class
after the one on more serious problems. In this session, we also

review the overall course experience and the couple interviews.
The lecturecovers some developmental tasks encounteredearly
inmost marriages, such as setting boundaries, and managing
time
with in-laws, friends, and work; agreeing on an equitable division
of labor; managing finances; and raising children. The goal is to

immunizestudentsagainst the romantic,pathological belief that
everythingwill proceed "happilyever after."We outline the full
developmentalcourse of married life, from engagement through
thepostchildrearingphase,while emphasizingearlymarital issues,
because they are easier for students to imagine, and because more
than 50% of divorces occur in the first 7 years (Pinsof, 2002b).
We re-emphasize that being married is a process requiring ongo

ing communication,negotiation, and collaboration.To illustrate
one common form of avoiding communication (triangulation),
we show a father (Jerry in Jerry McGuire,
1996) using his child
to avoid a needed conversation with his wife. The lecture con

cludes by stressing the importanceof togethernessandmutual
commitment,recalling
Weingarten's (1991)definitionof intimacy.
In breakout groups, students practice hard startups, then soft
startups, together with repairs after the hard startups (Gottman
et al., 1998) in a variety of common marital situations. Journal
questions relate to early marital challenges (e.g., how they plan to
distribute their time, manage
their money,
and discipline
their
children). In their final entries, they reflect on their interviews
with their parents, identify the most important things that they
have learned in the course, and write a paragraph "Letter to
in which they make specific promises to themselves
Myself"

concerning their future relationships.Typical promises involve
not allowing others to mistreat them in relationships and heeding
the advice of friends and families about personal relationship

blindspots.
Mentor Couple Interviews

Class #9: Unanticipated
challenges of marriage-depression,
addiction, infidelity, and violence. This class covers some serious
situations that may arise in marriage. The previous exploration of
these
forgiveness and apologies is highiy relevant to managing

"Mentor couples" are volunteer couples, friends, or friends
of friends of the core faculty, chosen because they have relatively
to
happy, long-lasting marriages, and because they are willing
talk openly and honestly about their marriages in interviews with
student pairs. The couples almost universally enjoy participating.
The main puIpose of these interviews is to help students attain

problems, even though itmay not always be possible to restore
trust,confidence,and safety.For instance,in situationsof domestic
violence,we counsel settingfirmlimitsandor ending relationships
ratherthanacceptingcycles of false apologies and repeatedabuse.
To illustratethe emotional intensityand some specificsof these
problems,we show clips fromWhen a Man Loves a Woman

a more realisticunderstandingof marriage and to compare and
contrastconclusions about thesecoupleswith generalizationsthat
they have made from themarriage(s) of theirown parents.For
some of our students, these are the firsthappilymarried people
they have talked to in any depth. Interviews take place in the
couples' homes, last approximately90 minutes, and occur about
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halfway through the course. This timing allows students to use
some course concepts when conducting the interviews and pro
and
vides them with data for later course discussion. Questions
suggestions about how to conduct the interviews follow a detailed
protocol and explore the premarital and marital history of the cou
ple. We mail these questions to the couples (and to the students'
parents) ahead of time to diminish their anxiety and to get them
started thinking about their answers.
Couples are asked to reflect on good and bad times, how they
they have faced. They are
managed conflict, and on challenges
not required to answer questions they deem too personal, but the
majority speak quite openly, including about their sexual lives.
Toward the end of the interview, students ask thementor couples,
"How would you say your actual married lives compare with the
expectations you had about marriage?" "What is your philosophy
about marriage and what makes itwork?" "In the context of our
course for undergraduates, what information or ideas about mar
riage would you have liked to have known before you married?"
Students write about the interviews, with their grades depending
on descriptive quality, use of course concepts, and application to
their own lives.

Parent Interviews
students often experience the mentor couple inter
Whereas
views as their favorite part of the course, the subsequent analo
gous interviews with their parents are the most challenging and
frequently the most rewarding. These occur almost immediately
invariably, students
after the mentor couple interviews. Almost
report learning new things about their families and their histories
through these interviews. As with the mentor couple interviews,
the parental interviews aim to expand student understanding of
real-life marriages. In addition, the parental interviews allow stu
dents to reflect on the forces that have shaped their specific views
of intimate relationships. Our hope is that improved awareness of
problematic family-of-origin patterns may help arrest the frequent
transmission of marital dysfunction. A final,
intergenerational
about relationships
indirect aim is to facilitate communication
between parents and their children, an aim consistent with studies
showing a correlation between parental support and marital suc
cess (Holman, 2001). Several questions ask parents to discuss
their concerns about their child's future relationships ("Given
what you know about me and my relationships so far, what do
you think I should watch out for in selecting a partner? In being
open the subject of
a marriage partner?"). Other questions
whether parents might be allowed to discuss reservations about
future relationships. Many students report that these are the most
conversations
they have ever had with their parents
meaningful
about intimate relationships.
The interviews cover the same ground as that with the men
tor couple interviews, but they are done individually with each
specific to the parent-child history:
parent and add questions
"How do you think your parents' (my grandparents') marriages
influenced how you entered into and conducted your marriage?"
"How do you think your marriage affected my growing up?"

We grade the studentwrite-ups aswe did those regardingmentor
couples, andwe require that studentsexamine the data for per
sonal relevance.

TermPapers
Studentschoosewhether towrite a traditionalresearchpaper,
8 to 10 pages in length,on a topicof theirchoosing, or to analyze

a marriage (fictional or biographical, from film or literature) using
constructs learned in the course. Which ever format they choose,
students are again required to discuss personal relevance. The
term paper allows students the opportunity to explore a topic of
special interest in greater depth. Examples of these papers include
"The relationship between career commitment and marital satis
faction," "Christian marriage,"
"Why is it hard to find a good
African American man?" "Sex in different stages of courtship
and marriage,"
"Love: What
is it?" "Public policy and mar
riage," and "Gender roles in marriage." To improve the quality
of these papers, we require students to submit paper proposals to
their group leaders midway through the course.

Administrative Issues
Recruitmentand StudentCharacteristics
The course is open to all undergraduates and has no prerequi
site requirements. Because courses like this tend to draw farmore
women
than men, and because we anticipated that our small
group discussions and exercises would benefit if both sexes were
equally represented, we looked for a way to achieve gender bal
ance. We solved this problem by requiring that students enroll as
male-female
pairs. Students need not be romantic partners, and
for the rare students who could not come up with a partner, we
have matched them with other singletons. Pairs are assigned to
the same breakout group and mentor couple. This tactic produced
the desired 50-50 sex ratio and also a more diverse student body
and
than is common in social science courses (viz., psychology
human services majors were balanced by students in engineering,
premed, and economics).
After we taught our first two classes, we asked students to
tell us more about themselves on a standard questionnaire. Data
for last year's class (winter of 2003; N = 32) show the even sex
an even distribu
ratio and distribution of majors just mentioned,
tion of sophomores through seniors (freshmen were underrepre
sented), and wide ethnic diversity (43% White, 25% Asian, 16%
and 6% other), which was
Hispanic,
9% African American,
overall undergradu
somewhat more diverse than Northwestern's
ate demographics
(61% White). We asked students their "levels
of religious involvement"
and learned that for this class, 31%
were very involved, 50% were somewhat involved, and 19% were
not at all involved. All classes have had 1-3 self-identified gay or
lesbian students. Forty-one percent were in a current "serious
romantic relationship"
(mean duration of 16.7 months, SD =
15.1), whereas an additional 53% had been in one in the past
(mean duration of longest 14.9 months, SD = 12.1), bringing the
total to 94%, consonant with our aim of reaching unmarried
in intimate relation
young adults with substantial experience
ships. Students had enrolled for the course for the following rea
sons (categories are not exclusive): 100% wished to have happy
59% feared divorce, 59% wanted for
marriageslrelationships,
mal premarital education, and 47% because they were having
actual trouble in relationship(s) past or present. In keeping with

the students' fears about divorce, 19% had experienced their
parents'divorces and47% had siblings or close relativeswho had
divorced, so a total of 53% had experienced divorce in either
parents, siblings, or close relatives. In summary,we succeeded in
recruitinga diverse studentbody who wanted tomake their rela
tionshipsandmarriageswork, who had had troubles in the past,
who had frequentlywitnessed the divorces of familymembers,
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and who had considerable doubts about their ability to succeed
the future-just
the group we were hoping to reach.

in

to fully grasp the details of exercises and discussions conceived
by others, and so new instructors feel fully empowered
siastically involved in the work of their groups.

and enthu

Sponsorshipby theUniversity
The sponsorship of our course by The Family Institute (TFI)
at Northwestern University has been invaluable. Because TFI's
mission combines research, clinical service, and education, we
had no trouble situating our course within the Institute. TFI's
president, one of the founders of the course, has assured that we
have access to high-quality
instructors, support staff, and class

rooms.
As have other college programs, we encountered some initial
university resistance to authorizing us to teach our class. The
principal question has been whether a course with such a practical
aim and clinical feel has a place within a research university. We
responded that (a) empirical research in the fields of marriage and
personal
relationships
(Gottman & Nortarius,
2002; Pinsof,
2002a) puts us on a par with other academic disciplines, (b) col
leges are not merely trade schools with career-oriented aims, (c)
labs and practica are commonplace
in academic subjects, and (d)
health and safety are legitimate university concerns. Despite its
the university sponsored and continues to sponsor the
misgivings,

course.
A specific worry that emerged in conversations with univer
sity officials from our sponsoring school (the School of Education
and Social Policy) was that parents might object to the class
because itwas not sufficiently academic tomerit their tuition pay
ments. So far, none has, and some have been extremely positive,
in keeping with a large survey of 12 industrialized nations
(Galper, 1998) that found that the teaching of socialization skills
in schools was more important to the public in the United States
and many European countries than were all other academic sub
A related fear was that we would
jects except mathematics.
receive unflattering attention in the press. Actually, reports of our
class in Chicago newspapers and on local and national television
have been extremely favorable and specifically supportive of the

university's sponsorship.
Breakout Group Size, Leaders, and Coordination
Because of the varying numbers of students and teaching
staff over the 4 years, breakout groups of students have been as
large as 22 and as small as 6. Although many of our exercises can
be done in dyads, making it feasible to work with larger groups,
our experience is that group sharing, cohesiveness,
and personal
learning proceed best in groups of 8-10 students. Since the
course has become established and popular, course size is now
determined by the number of breakout group leaders available.
Our support within TFI makes it possible to recruit and finan
cially compensate a group of high-quality breakout group facilita
tors, all with graduate degrees and considerable experience as
couples therapists. Although the sophistication and experience of
our breakout group leaders seems likely to have augmented stu
dent learning, institutions with fewer resources might well use
less experienced staff, including graduate students or outstanding
undergraduate students from previous classes. The most impor

tantqualificationfor group leaders is the ability to help students
share intimate experiences, because exercises and discussions
thenhave greaterpersonal relevance.As we have added faculty
new to the course and not present from its creation,we have
learned that it is vital towork at team building and sharingof
ideaswithin the instructorgroup.This is importantfor instructors
2004,
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Assessment
InstructorImpressions
The course requires students to apply what

they were

learn

ing to theirdiscussions, exercises, andwritten assignments and
to comment explicitly on personal learning in their interviews,
term papers, and journals. In an unsystematic way, we feel confi
dent that important learning has occurred, consistent with the
anonymous student evaluations reported in the next section. We
observed students growing week by week in their relationship
skills in our breakout groups. Empathic listening, comfort with

various emotions, and depth of understandingshowed improve
ment. Students reportedusing course concepts to benefit their
relationshipsoutside class. Students' interviewswith theirparents
frequently resulted in new insights. Although we were not
allowed to read their self-inquiry journals, judging from the num
ber of pages and the value reported to us, considerable learning
goes on and is documented there as well. What is impossible to
say from these observations is how prevalent and significant such
learning was or how long lasting itwill be.

University-ConductedStudentEvaluations
Each quarter Marriage

101 is evaluated

and each time it has

received outstanding student reviews. On standarduniversity
conducted confidential postcourse assessments, students rate
a series of variables on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest).
Marriage
101 has consistently been rated about 5 (sometimes
higher, sometimes slightly lower) on each of the following global
measures:
"overall instruction," "overall course," "how much

you learned,""effectiveness in challenging you intellectually,"
and "quality of the instructors." For the first three classes (data
are not yet available for the fourth), the average rating for the
"overall course" was 5.29, and an average of 88% of students
ranked the course either a 5 or a 6. On university questions
assessing our specific goals of "integrating theory with practice"
and "providing
students with
'tools' for engaging
in future
learning," averages for the three classes were 5.42 and 5.12,

respectively.
Students also write confidential free-form evaluations aimed
at their peers, advising them whether to take a course and what to
favor
expect if they do. Again, these have been overwhelmingly
able and frequently humorous
for everyone
("Recommended
who doesn't want to go into his/her future marriage blind as
a bat," "An incredibly important class-you
learn life skills now
that most people don't learn until they're in marital therapy").
Many students report that this was the best course they had taken
in college ("This was one of the most practical, useful, fascinat
I actually looked for
ing and inspiring classes at Northwestern.
ward to class each week!"), and many said everyone should take
it ("I refuse to date anyone who hasn't taken Marriage 101").

Students felt that the coursewas both academicallychallenging
and practicallyuseful ("Unlikemany academiccourses, thisone
hasmany-repeat, many-practical lessons to take out into the
realworld;" "Very realistic view on relationshipsthatwill be
helpful in the future.I'm ready to get hitched tomorrow").They
noted the special benefits of the video illustrations,the couples
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interviews, and the self-inquiry journals, and many thought that
they came to know themselves better ("Be prepared to have fun
and get to know yourself;" "Fun course. Some uncomfortable
material but necessary"). Such student affirmations fit with what
students told us privately. Taken together with the growing popu
larity of the course (last time itwas enrolled fully on the first day
of registration), these positive reviews strengthened our impres
sion that college students were eager to learn about marriage and
believed that the course helped them do so.
Formal and informal criticism from students has resulted in
some course improvements. The most important constructive crit
icism has been that we assigned too much work for the time allot
ted and that some of itwas redundant.

Before andAfterVignettes:Toward
SystematicEvaluation
To determine the impact of the course, we sought a more
that resembled real people
objective method of assessment-one
test. We arnived at a series
in action more than a multiple-choice
of three one-page written vignettes, each describing a couple and
an interaction between them. We asked students to tell us, in one
page narratives, what they thought was going on. The vignettes
were constructed to allow us to assess sophistication about specific
educational objectives before and after the course. For instance,
the first vignette describes a young cohabiting couple, Nate and
Beth, who are talking about becoming engaged. Their dating and
family histories offer clues about problems to come. We relate
how they begin to fight over differing needs for closeness and
they get into
affirmation and describe a specific disagreement
over a movie, which ends with Nate sleeping on the couch and
Beth crying herself to sleep. In this vignette, we want to see how
well students can discuss partner selection, underlying issues that
precipitate conflict, and problematic ways of managing conflict.
Work is under way to validate the vignettes, to develop a sys
tematic scoring system for use by blinded raters, and to create
other evaluation instruments. In the meantime, an impressionistic
review by the first author of before and after changes led to a few

notable conclusions:
1. Students did not give us what they might have thought we
answers the first time, and detailed,
wanted-simplistic
sophisticated ones after taking the course. It seems that
their competitive
spirits were actually more engaged in
the precourse vignettes when they spent considerable time
explicating their thoughts.
2. Before and after differences, when present, were subtle.
Almost all students saw the most glaring issues, but they
saw these almost as clearly before taking the course as
afterward. A central research problem, then, is that our
students start at a rather high level of relationship sophis
tication. Another potential problem is that such sophisti
cation in merely discussing
vignettes may not be an
adequate test of real-life skill inmanaging relationships.
3. Sophistication appeared to improve in the following com

petencies: (a) capacity to name elements of pathological
process (contempt,stonewalling,othervarietiesof defense);
(b) capacity to thinkof positive things to do (use softer
startups,time-outs,or the speaker-listenertechnique;look
forunderlyingissues;or seek couples therapy);(c) capacity
tomake use of historicaland situationaldata in analysesof
problems;(d)more balanced,lessmoralisticdescriptionsof

arguments seen as having merit
to when students saw one side
same-sex person) before taking
ness that the couples would do

on both sides, as opposed
as right (often that of the
the course; and (e) aware
better if they were more

consciousof theirown and theirpartner'sissues.

Discussion
We

have described

the rationale, development,

educational

objectives, curriculum,administration,and evaluation of Mar
riage 101. Noting the theoretical advantages of reaching college
students for marriage education, we have shown how itwas pos
sible to recruit a diverse group of enthusiastic undergraduate stu
dents, 50% male and female, actually experienced
in intimate

relationships,and often fearfulof divorce or relationshiptrouble.
These students were eager to learn about marriage, to apply them
selves to a rigorous academic course, and to pursue personal

learningrelevantto the subject.
The course grew out of clinical and research findings con
cerning what students should know, as well as results of a con
sumer study about what they wanted to learn. In keeping with the
academic focus, the course uses traditional methods of instruction

to engage students intellectuallywith scientific questions con
cerning marriage

and intimate relationships.

In keeping with

the

recommendationsof the 15 couples therapistswe interviewed,
the class emphasizes self-inquiry through intimate small group
discussions and exercises, joumaling,parent interviews,an inter
view to gain a friend's perspective, and a traditional term paper in
which reflection on personal applicability is required. This focus
on self-inquiry facilitates our parallel work on skills training. This
is because many so-called communication
skills either amount to
the practical exercise of emotional maturity and self-awareness
or depend on them for execution (e.g., the ability to be empathic
with another depends critically on the ability to empathize with
oneself). The importance of integrating didactic and experiential
learning is consistent with work by Sharp and Ganong
(2000),
which showed the superiority of an (admittedly weak) experien
tial component over a purely didactic class in altering unrealisti
cally romantic student attitudes about marriage and with a similar
study (Laner & Russell,
1994) that found no impact from a
purely didactic course.
Evaluation by the limited means employed
so far shows
favorable results. The course has succeeded in providing students
with intellectual fundamentals and vocabulary, together with per
sonal experiences relevant to the content. It achieves face validity
as preparation for married life. Anecdotal
evidence shows stu
dents doing better in relationships outside class, while joking that
they should "only date people who have taken Marriage 101."
Whatever
the ultimate power of the course to improve the future
relationships and marriages of our students, one can argue that
engaging students in these subjects in college is a worthwhile
beginning. As with sex education (Irvine, 2003), marriage educa
tion is an important, value-laden,
subject
emotionally-charged

that is not well taughtat home, but that should not be neglected
by educators solely because it is value-laden, emotionally
charged,or otherwisedifficult to teach.

FutureDirections: Research andDissemination
Evaluating the effectiveness of Marriage 101 is a growing
priority.Study of controlgroups of studentsnot taking the course
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would be a better test of the course's impact. However, even after
adding control groups, research in this area is impeded by the
length of time until students are married and until marital prob
lems surface, and the absence of measures
applicable to un
coupled individuals. We anticipate that it will be hard to show

long-termbenefits of a one-quartercollege course.Additionally,
most studies of marriage
with couples, with marital

education programs have been done
satisfaction or divorce rates being the

accepted outcomemeasures (e.g., Gottman et al., 1998). How
ever, when marital coupling is far in the future, these measures
make no sense, so more proximal measures are needed to assess
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Appendix
Titles, Production

Dates,

and Producers

of Videos

Used

in the Course

ProductionDate

Film

Producer/Distributor

Weeks
91?2
AboutLastNight
AnnieHall
As Good As ItGets
ChasingAmy
Dinner with Friends

1986
1986
1977
1997
1997
2001

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,MGM/UA Home EntertainmentInc.
TriStarPictures,ColumbiaTriStarHome Video
United Artists,MGM Home EntertainmentInc.
TriStarPictures,ColumbiaTriStarHome Video
Miramax,BuenaVista Home EntertainmentInc.
Home Box Office Films,Home Box Office Video

Good Will Hunting

1997

Miramax,

JerryMcGuire
Sex,Lies andVideotape
The Storyof Us
TheBurningBed

1996
1989
2000
1984

TriStarPictures,ColumbiaTriStarHome Video
Outlaw Productions,Miramax Films
Universal Studios,CastlerockEntertainment
Tisch/AvnetProductionsInc.,CaliforniaHome Video

When

a Man

Loves

You'veGotMail

a Woman

1994

1998

Touchstone

Buena Vista Home

Pictures,

Entertainment

Buena Vista Home

Inc.

Entertainment

Inc.

Warner Brothers,Warner BrothersHome Video

FamilyRelations
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